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Majestic Danube

TRIP CODE: EUMDC15

BUCHAREST TO MUNICH

2020

15 Days From $13,295 NZD pp

Grand Empress Steam
Train

Follow in the footsteps of Elisabeth

of Bavaria, embark on an imperial

train journey, then tour Gödöllő

Palace.

Vienna's Musical Legacy

Attend a private classical concert

featuring members of the Mozart's

Boys Choir at the City Palace in

Vienna.

The Iron Gates

Sail through the dramatic Iron Gates

gorge, where the Danube narrows

as it winds between Serbia and

Romania.

All-Inclusive Ms
AmaMagna

Enjoy a luxurious and carefree

discovery of Europe on board

the MS AmaMagna.

A New Level Of Luxury

Featuring some of the largest

suites on Europe’s waterways,

you'll enjoy spacious

accommodation with incredible

views.

Outstanding Onboard
Dining

Highlighting exquisite local

produce, there's always

something new to savour on

board your luxurious ship.

Experiences in 16 destinations• Freedom of Choice Inclusions in 8 locations•

Luxury dining - a total of 41 meals• A wide range of onboard beverages•

Expert cruise director• Transfers, port charges and gratuities•

Itinerary and inclusions are subject to

change

• Prices are for cruise only. Flights not

included

•

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR APT GUESTS

These once-in-a-lifetime moments allow you to experience an unforgettable world of

exclusive moments, incredible cultures and charming surprises

Personalise your holiday with a choice of included sightseeing options sure to leave you

with lifelong memories

 Signature Experiences

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - SIGHTSEEING

Daily :

On arrival into Bucharest, we will take you straight to your ship docked in Giurgiu. You’ll

have time to unpack, relax and get acquainted with your ship.

Stay: 14 Nights, MS AmaMagna

DAY

1 Arrive Bucharest, Giurgiu, Embark Ship

Dinner

Daily :

In Veliko Târnovo, a local expert will guide you through the city’s rich history. Alternatively,

should you want to get more physical, explore the Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo.

Select your preferred sightseeing inclusion.

DAY

2 Rousse, Veliko Târnovo, Svishtov 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Explore Baba Vida Fortress in Vidin, raised upon the remains of the ancient town of

Bononia. Afterwards, venture to Belogradchik to uncover its ancient fortress on the

northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.

Choose your inclusion today.

DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast

https://aptouring.com.au.local/
https://aptouring.com.au.local/#
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should you want to get more physical, explore the Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo.
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Explore Baba Vida Fortress in Vidin, raised upon the remains of the ancient town of

Bononia. Afterwards, venture to Belogradchik to uncover its ancient fortress on the

northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.
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DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast
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DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast
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northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik
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Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.

Choose your inclusion today.

DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast
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Grand Empress Steam
Train

Follow in the footsteps of Elisabeth

of Bavaria, embark on an imperial

train journey, then tour Gödöllő

Palace.

Vienna's Musical Legacy

Attend a private classical concert

featuring members of the Mozart's

Boys Choir at the City Palace in

Vienna.

The Iron Gates

Sail through the dramatic Iron Gates

gorge, where the Danube narrows

as it winds between Serbia and

Romania.

All-Inclusive Ms
AmaMagna

Enjoy a luxurious and carefree

discovery of Europe on board

the MS AmaMagna.

A New Level Of Luxury

Featuring some of the largest

suites on Europe’s waterways,

you'll enjoy spacious

accommodation with incredible

views.

Outstanding Onboard
Dining

Highlighting exquisite local

produce, there's always

something new to savour on

board your luxurious ship.

Experiences in 16 destinations• Freedom of Choice Inclusions in 8 locations•

Luxury dining - a total of 41 meals• A wide range of onboard beverages•

Expert cruise director• Transfers, port charges and gratuities•

Itinerary and inclusions are subject to

change

• Prices are for cruise only. Flights not

included

•

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR APT GUESTS

These once-in-a-lifetime moments allow you to experience an unforgettable world of

exclusive moments, incredible cultures and charming surprises

Personalise your holiday with a choice of included sightseeing options sure to leave you

with lifelong memories

 Signature Experiences

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - SIGHTSEEING

Daily :

On arrival into Bucharest, we will take you straight to your ship docked in Giurgiu. You’ll

have time to unpack, relax and get acquainted with your ship.

Stay: 14 Nights, MS AmaMagna

DAY

1 Arrive Bucharest, Giurgiu, Embark Ship

Dinner

Daily :

In Veliko Târnovo, a local expert will guide you through the city’s rich history. Alternatively,

should you want to get more physical, explore the Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo.

Select your preferred sightseeing inclusion.

DAY

2 Rousse, Veliko Târnovo, Svishtov 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Explore Baba Vida Fortress in Vidin, raised upon the remains of the ancient town of

Bononia. Afterwards, venture to Belogradchik to uncover its ancient fortress on the

northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.

Choose your inclusion today.

DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast
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Grand Empress Steam
Train

Follow in the footsteps of Elisabeth

of Bavaria, embark on an imperial

train journey, then tour Gödöllő

Palace.

Vienna's Musical Legacy

Attend a private classical concert

featuring members of the Mozart's

Boys Choir at the City Palace in

Vienna.

The Iron Gates

Sail through the dramatic Iron Gates

gorge, where the Danube narrows

as it winds between Serbia and

Romania.

All-Inclusive Ms
AmaMagna

Enjoy a luxurious and carefree

discovery of Europe on board

the MS AmaMagna.

A New Level Of Luxury

Featuring some of the largest

suites on Europe’s waterways,

you'll enjoy spacious

accommodation with incredible

views.

Outstanding Onboard
Dining

Highlighting exquisite local

produce, there's always

something new to savour on

board your luxurious ship.

Experiences in 16 destinations• Freedom of Choice Inclusions in 8 locations•

Luxury dining - a total of 41 meals• A wide range of onboard beverages•

Expert cruise director• Transfers, port charges and gratuities•

Itinerary and inclusions are subject to

change

• Prices are for cruise only. Flights not

included

•

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR APT GUESTS

These once-in-a-lifetime moments allow you to experience an unforgettable world of

exclusive moments, incredible cultures and charming surprises

Personalise your holiday with a choice of included sightseeing options sure to leave you

with lifelong memories

 Signature Experiences

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - SIGHTSEEING

Daily :

On arrival into Bucharest, we will take you straight to your ship docked in Giurgiu. You’ll

have time to unpack, relax and get acquainted with your ship.

Stay: 14 Nights, MS AmaMagna

DAY

1 Arrive Bucharest, Giurgiu, Embark Ship

Dinner

Daily :

In Veliko Târnovo, a local expert will guide you through the city’s rich history. Alternatively,

should you want to get more physical, explore the Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo.

Select your preferred sightseeing inclusion.

DAY

2 Rousse, Veliko Târnovo, Svishtov 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Explore Baba Vida Fortress in Vidin, raised upon the remains of the ancient town of

Bononia. Afterwards, venture to Belogradchik to uncover its ancient fortress on the

northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.

Choose your inclusion today.

DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast
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Grand Empress Steam
Train

Follow in the footsteps of Elisabeth

of Bavaria, embark on an imperial

train journey, then tour Gödöllő

Palace.

Vienna's Musical Legacy

Attend a private classical concert

featuring members of the Mozart's

Boys Choir at the City Palace in

Vienna.

The Iron Gates

Sail through the dramatic Iron Gates

gorge, where the Danube narrows

as it winds between Serbia and

Romania.

All-Inclusive Ms
AmaMagna

Enjoy a luxurious and carefree

discovery of Europe on board

the MS AmaMagna.

A New Level Of Luxury

Featuring some of the largest

suites on Europe’s waterways,

you'll enjoy spacious

accommodation with incredible

views.

Outstanding Onboard
Dining

Highlighting exquisite local

produce, there's always

something new to savour on

board your luxurious ship.

Experiences in 16 destinations• Freedom of Choice Inclusions in 8 locations•

Luxury dining - a total of 41 meals• A wide range of onboard beverages•

Expert cruise director• Transfers, port charges and gratuities•

Itinerary and inclusions are subject to

change

• Prices are for cruise only. Flights not

included

•

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR APT GUESTS

These once-in-a-lifetime moments allow you to experience an unforgettable world of

exclusive moments, incredible cultures and charming surprises

Personalise your holiday with a choice of included sightseeing options sure to leave you

with lifelong memories

 Signature Experiences

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - SIGHTSEEING

Daily :

On arrival into Bucharest, we will take you straight to your ship docked in Giurgiu. You’ll

have time to unpack, relax and get acquainted with your ship.

Stay: 14 Nights, MS AmaMagna

DAY

1 Arrive Bucharest, Giurgiu, Embark Ship

Dinner

Daily :

In Veliko Târnovo, a local expert will guide you through the city’s rich history. Alternatively,

should you want to get more physical, explore the Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo.

Select your preferred sightseeing inclusion.

DAY

2 Rousse, Veliko Târnovo, Svishtov 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Explore Baba Vida Fortress in Vidin, raised upon the remains of the ancient town of

Bononia. Afterwards, venture to Belogradchik to uncover its ancient fortress on the

northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.

Choose your inclusion today.

DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast
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Grand Empress Steam
Train

Follow in the footsteps of Elisabeth

of Bavaria, embark on an imperial

train journey, then tour Gödöllő

Palace.

Vienna's Musical Legacy

Attend a private classical concert

featuring members of the Mozart's

Boys Choir at the City Palace in

Vienna.

The Iron Gates

Sail through the dramatic Iron Gates

gorge, where the Danube narrows

as it winds between Serbia and

Romania.

All-Inclusive Ms
AmaMagna

Enjoy a luxurious and carefree

discovery of Europe on board

the MS AmaMagna.

A New Level Of Luxury

Featuring some of the largest

suites on Europe’s waterways,

you'll enjoy spacious

accommodation with incredible

views.

Outstanding Onboard
Dining

Highlighting exquisite local

produce, there's always

something new to savour on

board your luxurious ship.

Experiences in 16 destinations• Freedom of Choice Inclusions in 8 locations•

Luxury dining - a total of 41 meals• A wide range of onboard beverages•

Expert cruise director• Transfers, port charges and gratuities•

Itinerary and inclusions are subject to

change

• Prices are for cruise only. Flights not

included

•

DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR APT GUESTS

These once-in-a-lifetime moments allow you to experience an unforgettable world of

exclusive moments, incredible cultures and charming surprises

Personalise your holiday with a choice of included sightseeing options sure to leave you

with lifelong memories

 Signature Experiences

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - SIGHTSEEING

Daily :

On arrival into Bucharest, we will take you straight to your ship docked in Giurgiu. You’ll

have time to unpack, relax and get acquainted with your ship.

Stay: 14 Nights, MS AmaMagna

DAY

1 Arrive Bucharest, Giurgiu, Embark Ship

Dinner

Daily :

In Veliko Târnovo, a local expert will guide you through the city’s rich history. Alternatively,

should you want to get more physical, explore the Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo.

Select your preferred sightseeing inclusion.

DAY

2 Rousse, Veliko Târnovo, Svishtov 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Explore Baba Vida Fortress in Vidin, raised upon the remains of the ancient town of

Bononia. Afterwards, venture to Belogradchik to uncover its ancient fortress on the

northern slope of the Balkan mountains. You’ll also see the town’s unique rock formations.

DAY

3 Vidin, Belogradchik

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Cruise through the Iron Gates and experience one of the most awe-inspiring natural

wonders you will encounter on this cruise. Your ship will ribbon its way through the series

of gorges between Serbia and Romania.

DAY

4 Iron Gates

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

In Serbia’s capital, perhaps see the Belgrade Fortress and the Serbian Orthodox Temple

of St Sava. If you’re feeling more active, explore the city by bike, or if you fancy a tipple,

visit a brandy distillery.

Choose your inclusion today.

DAY

5 Belgrade 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Wine lovers can head to a vineyard in Ilok, where a tasting allows you to appreciate the

fertile soils that have been making wine since the 16th century. Otherwise in Vukovar,

perhaps familiarise yourself with the poignant sites of the Yugoslavian Civil War.

Explore Novi Sad’s Petrovaradin Fortress and its catacombs, then select your sightseeing.

DAY

6 Novi Sad, Ilok, Vukovar 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Mohács, perhaps visit the Buso Courtyard to gain an insight into the Busojaras of

Mohács, along with this event’s quirky craftworks. Or venture to the ancient city of Pecs

and wander the Gyugyi Museum.

A new day presents new choices in sightseeing.

DAY

7 Mohács, Pecs 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Head to Budapest Station’s Royal Waiting Room, where you’ll enjoy a welcome reception

before boarding the Grand Empress steam train, where a game lunch is served. You will

also see inside historic carriages from the early 1900s. At your destination, Gödöllő Palace,

take a private tour.

Start the day with a guided tour of Budapest. Afterwards, enjoy your Signature

Experience. Later, experience an incredible illuminations cruise.

DAY

8 Budapest 

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

See the Fisherman’s Bastion and Heroes’ Square. Alternatively, the active may like to hike

to Gellert Hill. Or perhaps enjoy a more relaxed pace with a culinary walk through

Budapest’s Great Market Hall.

Today unfolds as you please.

DAY

9 Budapest 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Enjoy a peaceful morning cruising towards Vienna. On arrival, take in Vienna’s Ringstrasse,

plus visit St Stephen’s Cathedral.

DAY

10 Vienna

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Tonight, at the regal City Palace in the heart of Vienna, we are putting on an exclusive

cocktail party and private recital, just for you.

The 1,441-room Schönbrunn Palace and its gardens are a favourite. Or tick another

country off your list and journey to Slovakia’s Bratislava. Otherwise, get active with a bike

ride to Klosterneuburg Monastery.

Another day in Vienna presents new options to soak up this beautiful city. Enjoy your

Signature Experience this evening.

DAY

11 Vienna  

SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Melk, visit the statuary-adorned Melk Abbey. Otherwise, a local expert is on hand to

show you around town.

Perhaps roam Dürnstein’s cobblestone lanes at your leisure or take a guided bike tour

along the river. Whether you’re on a bike or on the ship, enjoy the spectacular scenery of

the Wachau Valley on your way to Melk, where you will then choose your sightseeing.

DAY

12 Dürnstein, Melk 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

From Linz, head to Salzburg to visit some of the sights featured in Roger and

Hammerstein’s classic film, The Sound of Music. Or set off into the Czech Republic, where

Česky Krumlov awaits.

Choose your sightseeing today. Later this evening, cruise towards the city of Passau.

DAY

13 Linz 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE™ - Sightseeing

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

Having crossed into Germany, embark on a morning city discovery of Passau, where you

will roam the cobblestone lanes of the Altstadt. Later, arrive in Vilshofen, where an

evening of Bavarian food, music and dancing unfolds as you celebrate the days that have

just passed with your new-found friends.

DAY

14 Passau, Vilshofen

Breakfast Lunch Dinner

Daily :

The time has come to say goodbye to your wonderful crew and friends. Disembark your

ship in Vilshofen, and then be transferred to Munich airport for your onward flight.

DAY

15 Vilshofen, Disembark Ship, Depart Munich

Breakfast


